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ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider the Cousin problems for overdetermined systems of partial difIcrenti.il equations, which are generalizations of the Cauchy-Riemann system. The general methods for solving these problems are given. Applying the given method* we can solve the Cousin
problems for many impculuiH systems in theoretical physics.
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It is well known, that the Mittag-Leffler, about the possibility of constructing a meromorphic function having prescribed poles, and the WV'u-rstrass
Theorem of constructing a holomorphic function having prescribed zeros in
the Complex Plane C, both play a very imponant role in the Complex Analysis
of one variable.
For several complex variables these theorems are t;en«ralized as the Additive and Multiplicative Cousin Problems respectively ( we call them the
Cousin Problems 1 and 2 for short), which allow to construct a meromorphic
function in a domain ft of Cn ( n > 2) by its local prescribed singularities
and to construct a holomorphic function in fi by its local prescribed zeros.
The solvability of these Problems is in close connection with the geomet1
rical properties of df) and the solvability of many other important problems
in the Mathematical Analysis, as the d-Neumann Problem,... (see[5,6|).
From the viewpoint of partial differential equations, holomorphic functions are considered as solutions of a special system of partial differential
equations, namely the Cauchy-Riemann system (in one or several complex
variables):
j = l,...,n.
Thoicfore many mathematicians have tried to (•cnera.lizt the beautiful
properties of holomorphic functions for solutions of a more goner.il system
of partial differential equations.
One of these directions is the theory of I.N.Vekua and L.Uers about the
generalized analytic functions, namely the solutions of system:
(1.2)
% = A{z)W + B(z)W
in the complex plane C.
Many important properties of holomorphic functions in one complex
variable as the Identity Theorem, Liouville's Theorem, the Cauchy Integral
formula... are proved for solutions of (l.2),(see|4,19j).
For several complex variables there are various generalizations of the
theory of holomorphic functions as follows.
For solutions of the Vekua-systetn:

(1.3)

f% = Aj(,)W + BJWW
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many properties of holomorphic functions on several complex variables
as the Identity theorem, the Hartogs extension theorem...are proved, (see
|8, 14, 15, 17, 18]).
Applying the theorem of Newlander-Nirenberg (see[l6|), the solutions
of Beltrami-system:

in a domain ft of C" can be considered as holomorphic functions on a
complex manifold. Therefore, many properties of holomorphic functions on
several complex variables are true for solutions of (1.4).(see[7,10]).
Another important generalization of the theory of holomorphic functions is the theory of functions with values in a Clifford algebra developed
by R.Detanghe, P.Sommen,P.Gilbert and many other authors,(see:[l,2,3,
10,11]). In this theory the generalized Cauchy-Riemann operator
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is introduced and the solutions of systems;
(1.5)
Df = 0
and
(1.6)
D,m = 0
t = l,...,m; x ~ (X| , •••)£„ '), 1 ^ i t < n.
are considered. The solutions of (1-5) and (1.6) are called the monogenic
and multi-monogenic (or biregular) functions, respectively.
Many properties of holomorphic functions in one complex variable (resp.
in several complex variables) are proved for monogenic (resp. multi-monogenic)
functions.
In the present paper we shall discuss the generalization of the Cousin
problems for a general system of partial differential equations, which contains as particular cases the above quoted systems (l.l)-(l,6), namely the
following system:

In the second section, after introducing some definitions and notations
the generalized Cousin problems for system (1.7) are stated. The general
methods for solving these problems are discussed in section 3 and the applications of these methods to various special systems are given in section
4.
2. P R E L I M I N A R I E S

From now on we consider the system (1.7) in a domain C of the Euclidean
space Rn.
Suppose that

for all j,k,l.
Let n be a subset of G,
Definition 2.1:
The vector function
«(*) =
is called a regular solution of (1.7) in fl iff u,(x) € c'ffl) for j = l,...,m and
satisfy (1.7).
We denote by R(fl) the set of all regular solutions in fi.
Definition 2.2:
The point x = (x ( , ...,x n ) e R" is called a regular point for the solution
u(x) iff there exists an open neighborhood U of x such that u G R(U).
Otherwise x is called the singular point of u(x).
The set of solutions u(x) having singularities in fl is denoted by R{Vl).
Let {Va,a € / } be an open covering of fi(c G). We shall consider the
following problems:
Problem 1:
In every Va is given it'"' G R{Va) such that

(2.1)
(1.7)

- 1.....L.

T<'>« =

«w - «w e R(va n vp)

for all a,/3 with Va n Vfi ^ 0.
Find a vector function u € R{fl)t so that
(2.2)
u - u (a) G R(Va) for a e l .
Problem 2:
In every Va is given «("' G R(Va) such that

(2.3)

nSjefl^.nv,,).

Find u £ R(Q) so that
(2.4)
^

Remark:
Since systems (l.l)-(l.C) are the special cases of (1.7), Problems 1 and
2 are the generalizations of Mittag-Leffler Theorein ( the Cousin problem
1) and of Weierstrass theorem (the Cousin problem 2) respectively. In case
of Problem 2 it is assumed, that the quotient of two solutions is a solution,
too.

and

Hence it follows

3.GENERAL METHODS TO SOLVE PROBLEMS 1 AND 2
As it is mentioned in the introduction, this section is devoted to several
methods for solving Problems 1 and 2.

3.1. Analytical Method
Let {u(">} be the given data of Problem 1. We set
(3.1) ff<a"> = u<°> - nC>
then
(3.2) ffM> e R(va n V0)
(3.3)
glaf>) + glPa) = 0 in Va O Vfi.
(3.4)

g(a0) +ff(""r)+ glia)

(3.6)'

=o

in V a nV>forl = 1,...,L.
This means that {T^k^}
define a function / ( ' ' € c"°{U) for all 1
.1.....L.
Now let us consider the system:
(3.7)
TWW = - / W ; ( = i
L

Theorem 3.1:
If the system (3.7) is solvable in c°°, then Problem 1' is solvable.

Proof:
By assumption, there exists a vector function

= 0 in Vo n V> n K,

for o, j3,ie I.
If there exists ?<"> S R(Va) such that
(3.5) ff<a"> - g(/)) - fl(a) in Vo D V> for all a j i € /; then {g^ + u'*'}
define a vector function v. € JJ(fl), which solves the Problem 1. Hence, the
Problem 1 reduces to the following problem:

vith Wj(x) G c°°(n), which is a solution of the system (3.7). Now set'
(3.8)
gW = fcW + IV in Va.
We have:

Problem 1':
Assume, that in every Va n Vp is given
gW) €

R(ya n Vp),

which satisfy conditions (3.3) and (3.4). Find
{a)

s

fence
iecause of (3.6)' and (3.8) we obtain

R[va)

such that (3.5) holds.
Remark 3.1:
If Problem 1' is solvable on fi, then Problem 1 can be solved on it.
In the sequel instead solving Problem 1 we shall solve Problem 1*.
Let {>pj} be a subordinate partition of Unity for the covering {Va} with

lerefore {p(a'} solve the Problem 1'. Q.e.d.

Further, set:
(3.6)
/t<"> - Ej <Pi9[a>fi) for fixed 0 € /;
then
(

" e R(vp)

I
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3.2. The Algebra-topological M e t h o d :
Let R he the sheaf of germs of regular solutions of system (1.7) and R
be the sheaf of germs of solutions having singularities over fi. Consider the
exact sequence:
(3.9)

0

R

R

R/R —• 0,

where i is the identity map and p is the natural map in the quotient sheaf.
From (3.9) we obtain the following exact sequence ( see [4],p.l80)
0 — T(n,R) —» T[n,R) — • T{fl,R/R) —> Hl(S),R) —••

(3.10)

H'(n,«)—.....
ji
where T[tl,R) is the set of sections of sheaf R over fi.i/'fn, R) is the
q-th cohomology groups of fl with coefficients in the sheaf R. The others
are similarly denoted.
Theorem 3.2:
Assume that
(3.11)

H1{n,R)=0

then the Problem 1' can be solved on R.
Proof:
From (3.10) and (3.11) it follows that the sequence:

<pu^ in Vay so « — u' a ' is a regular solution in Va. Henre u is the required
solution of Problem 1. Q.c.d.
Denoting by R' the sheaf of the germs of invertible regular solutions of
(1.7) and consider the sequence
(3.13)

0—>C—* R—>

R'—10.

Suppose that the sequence (3.13) is exact, then the sequence

is exact.
Now if
(3.15)
H1(U,R) = H2{n,R)=0
then
(3.16)
ff'fn.fl'jwtf'fn.c).
Further, suppose that
(3.17)
ff»(n,<7)=0,
then from (3.16) it follows

(3.18)

H*(U,R')=0

On the other hand from the exact sequence
0 —* R' —• R —• R/R' —> 0
we obtain the following exact sequence

(3.12)

o—>r(n,R)—

is exact. Hence the map
P:

T[nfR) — • T{n,R/R* — Hl{n,R')

—•+ ...

Because of (3.18) the sequence

r(n, R) —• r(n, R/R)

is surjective. Let {tt'"'} be the given data of the Problem 1, then

and
in VanV0.

Thus we can define a section a € H°{ii,R) = T(n,R) by a = y^u'
Then there exists u G H°(U,R) - T{it,R) such that <pu = a. Thus pit

T{n,R)
is exact. Hence the map
is aurjective. The given data {y (a '} of Problem 2 define an element a* e
T(n,R/R').
Then there exists an element « e P(n, R) such that o* = <pu.
It is easily to verify that u is the required solution of the Problem 2. Thus
we have proved the following
Theorem 3.3:
If the conditions (3.15) and (3.17) hold, then the Problem 2 can be
solved on fl, for every given data {ff(a)}, which satisfy the condition (2.3)

3.3. Thu reduction to The Cousin Problems in Complex
Analysis:
Suppose that there exist the maps

T : R{n)

ff(ft)

f:

M(n)

which satisfy the following properties:
(i) T and T are the "one-one" maps.
(ii) There exist T x and f l
(iii)
T(uW ± u<2>) = TM
f («"> ± «">) = f («<») ± f («<*>)
(iv)

1
where u' 1
' € fl(fi) ore €
(v)
= T in
f 1 = T" 1 in
Hereby //(H) is the space of holomorphic functions and M(il) is the
space of meromorphic functions in ft.
Theorem 3.4:
If there exist the operators T and f, which satisfy properties (i),(ii),(iii)
and (v), and if ft is a domain of holomorphy; then the Problem 1 can be
solved on it.
Proof:
Let {ff'° be the given data of the Problem 1, we set
(3.19)
<>
(W)
Then
G M(Va)

such that
Now we set
(3.20)
u=
It is u € fifft}
and
= f~
Thus u is the required solution of Problem 1. Q.e.d.
Theorem 3.5:
Suppose that there exists operators T and f, which satisfy properties
(i),(ii),(iv) and (v), ft is a domain of holomorphy and
(3.21)
H*(n,Z)=0
Then Problem 2 can be solved on it.
Proof:
Let {gM} be the given data of Problem 2, set

then

Hence {*fa'} are the given data of the Cousin Problem 2, which, by assumptions of the theorem, can be solved on fl. Let $ be a solution of the
Cousin problem 2, we eet
Then
-

T-if

Hence g is the required solution of the Problem 2. Q.e.d.
for all a,0 £ /.
This means that {$'*'} are the given data of the Cousin problem 1,
which ran be solved on the domain of holomorphy fJ. Hence there exists a
function

* e M(n)
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4. APPLICATIONS

In this section we shall give some examples in which the methods given in
section 3 can be applied for solving the Problems 1 and 2.
4.1 As the first example we consider the Problem 1 in the theory of
biregular functions with values in a Clifford Algebra.
Let A be the real Clifford algebra over Rn, then a general clement a € A
may be written in the form
(41)
a = ZAcffaAeA
N = {l...,n}\
aA e R
where
tA = tai...tak;A

=

};l < av •< ... < ah < n.

The product in A is determined by the relations
(4.2)
«,-ey + tjti = -2&ij\ i — l...n
(ei,..., en) being an orthogonal basis of R".
In the following fl will denote an open subset of the Euclidean space
W x R?, where 1 < p,q < n; 1 < p + q < n.
We consider functions f defined on H and taking values in A. Those are
of the following form
/:n—• A
(x, y) — ' / ( * , V) - Y, IA{X, y)eA; x = [i,,.... xp); y - [ylt..., yq)
A

called a biregular function. For a detailed survey of the theory of bircgular
functions we refer the reader to [2,3].
Let us now consider the system:
(4.4)

\ fDv =il>[x,y)
c"(n;rf).
where
Lemma 4.1:
Assume that
fl = fii x flj, where fli and are domains in Rp(x) and Rq(y], respectively; and that
(4.5)
»>(z,y)l>f = 0,ifr(z,v).
Then the system (4.4) has a solution f € c°°(fi; A).
( For the proof of this lemma we refer the reader to ]1O|.)
In view of the lemma 4.1, the Problem 1 for the system (4.3) ran be
solved as follows.
From the given data ( of the Problem 1) u(a> f R{Va\ A) we set

then
y0.

where R{Va; A) is the set of biregular functions with singularities in V^ and
R(Va n Vp\ A) is the set. of biregular functions in Var\Vp.
From the definition of g("fi it follows immediately

oo

We denote by c'(fl;>!);c (n;^) the set of functions f such that fA £
e c°°(n), respectively.
next we introduce the generalized Cauchy-Riemann operators

W ) + ff<*"> = 0

C'WJA

in Va n V0 and

in vanvfin v^.
and consider the system
(4.3)
Dtf = fDv=0
It should be noticed at once that in this system, the operator Dx acts
from the left and the operator £>„ acts from the right upon f. However
the system (4.3) is a special case of (1.7). A regular solution of (4.3) is

11

Now define A("' by formula (3.6) we have

However, on Va D Vp we have
= 0

12

4.2. a. As an application of the theorem 3.2 let. us con.sider the HHtra misystem (1.4) in a domain fl of C".
Suppose that

so tiie function!]
and
on V)j are well defined on fl and tp,il> e c°°(ri; .4).
By definition, <p and V1 satisfy the condition (4.5). from Lemma 4.1 it
follows that the system

and this system is elliptic, integrable in the sense that
(4.6)
[Li,Li\ = LiLi-LiLi
=0
where

In view of the theorem Newlander-Nirenberg (see [16|), we can introduce in
fl a complex analytic structure such that fl becomes an analytic manifold,
which is denoted by Ma- Then a regular solution W(z) of (1.4) in 11 is
holomorphic on Ma. Hence we have

r
has a solution W e c°°(ii;A).
Let

« H[Ma)
then we have

a
Also
= 0
= o

nn every a € I.
Thus we obtain
Theorem 4.1:
The Problem 1 can be solved for system (4.3) on domain fl = Oj x
as in Lemma 4.1.

M{MQ)

where H{M^) andX(Mn) are the spaces of holomorphic and meromorphic
functions in MQ respectively.
Note that R(0) is the set of solutions with such singularities, as those
are defined in [7j.
Prom [9] we have
(4.7)
R'{n\R) M H'{Mn; 0),p = 0,1,2,...
where Hp(fl;R) is the p'*-cohomology group of fl with values in the
sheaf R of germs of regular solutions and / f ( f l ; 0) is the p""-cohomology
group of Affl with values in the sheaf 0 of germs of holomophic function
on M(\. (see [9]).
Definition 4 . 1 :
A domain fl C Cn is called a non extended domain for system (4.1) if
whenever we are given open connected subsets V c V C C" with U c t l
such that W\v extends ( as a solution ) to V for all W e R(n), then V C fl.
If fl is a non extended domain then Mn is a Stein manifold (see [9j).
By virtue of (4.7) and of the theorem Cartan B (see |6],p.l82) we obtain
(4.8)
H"(Q;R) = 0 ; p > 1.
Hence the condition (3.11) holds. Thus we are able to apply the theorem
3.2 and obtain

T

I

T

Theorem 4.2:
For the elliptic, integrable system (1.4), the Problem 1 can be solved on
the non extended domains of this system.
b. Let us now solve the Problem 2 for the Beltrami-system (1.4).
Suppose that the assumptions in 4.1.a for system (1.4) are satisfied.
If in the sequence (3.13) we set C = Z, then this sequence becomes exact.
Here Z is the sheaf of integers, R and R' are defined as in (3.13) for system
(1.4).
If fl is a non extended domain, then we have (4.8) and hence the assumption (3.15) of theorem 3.3 is fulfilled. In this case the assumption
(3.17) has the form
(4.9)
jy'(n,z) = o.
Applying the theorem 3.3 we have
Theorem 4.3:
Suppose that the system (4.1) satisfies all assumptions of the theorem
4.2. Then the Problem 2 can be solved on the non extended domain f),which
satisfies the condition (4.9).
4.3. Now we consider The Problems 1 and 2 for the Vekua-system
(1.3) in case Bj[z) = 0;j — l,...,n. Then this system reduces to
(1.3)'
f£ = *,-(*) IV;* = l , . . . , n .
Assume that
all Aj{z) G c°°{G),
where G is a domain of C.
Suppose that G is a domain of holomorphy. Then the necessary and
sufficiently condition for the existence of a non-trivial solution of (1.3)' is
(4.10)
p- = aat
for j,k = l,...,n.(see[ll]).
Assume that (4.10) holds, then the system
(4.11)
^ = J 4 J -(*);y=l,...,B.
is solvable in d°°(G).
Let fl be a subdomain of G and We V(fl), where V(fl) is the space of
regular solutions of (1.3)' in fl. Then the function
(4.12)
* = We "° G H(fl),
where w0 6 c°°(G) is a solution of (4.11).
Now define the maps

and
by

W

= W.e~"*

Note that here V(fl) is the set of solutions W(z) with singularities such
that
*(*) = W{z)t-»° € M(n),
and H(n),M(tl) are denned as in 3.3 .
It may easily be verified that the above defined maps T and T satisfy
the assumptions of theorem 3.4. Applying this theorem we obtain
Theorem 4.4:
For the system (1.3)', whose coefficients satisfy (4.10), the Problem 1
can be solved on the domains of holomorphy.
Applying the theorem 3.5 we have
Theorem 4.5:
Suppose that all assumptions of theorem 4.4 are fulfilled. Then the
Problem 2 can be solved on the domain fl, which satisfies the condition
(3.21).
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